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Goldleaf Offers Hundreds of Bond Markets 

Minnesota is known as the "Land of 10,000 Lakes." The actual number is 

11,842 lakes… and that only includes lakes over 10 acres. If we were to 

include lakes and basins under 10 acres, the number would be even greater. 

There are so many lakes in Minnesota that many of them are not even named. 

Many have the same name; there are 115 Long Lakes in Minnesota. 

 

Like the number of lakes in Minnesota, the various types bonds that can be 

needed is numerous. Goldleaf proudly bears the tagline, "One 

Company…Hundreds of Bonds" to express its ability to connect you to the 

very large number of bonds out there. And like the lakes in Minnesota, many 

bonds have the same name but have different requirements when 

underwriting. 

 

For independent insurance agents, navigating the world of surety can be daunting because of the sheer number of bonds 

out there. But it doesn't need to be. Goldleaf Surety's experience staff of Account Specialists can help you with all of your 

bond needs. When your client comes to you needing a "surety bond," Goldleaf can assist you in determining what bond 

your insured is needing and then navigate the underwriting process on your behalf to quickly obtain the correct bond for 

your client. 

 

Goldleaf Surety has the experience and market access to assist you in obtaining the bonds you need. For Contract bonds, 

License and Permit bonds, Court and Fidelity Bonds, Large Commercial Bonds, Technology and Software Bonds, and 

Private Equity Ownership Bonds, log in to www.bigimarkets.com or email bigimarkets@iiaba.net and an underwriter will 

contact you. 
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